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Abstract

The possibility of using the Internet for morphological research constitutes a kind of Copernican revolution, which opens up new perspectives, but which has not yet been seen through to its entirety. In this article, we present a selected review of the tools and resources bound to the Internet, and we discuss the main theoretical implications of the increasing use of this medium.

1. Introduction

This chapter focuses on the use of the Internet in morphological research and on the changes such a use can give rise to. First we show what the sentence “I found it on the Internet” means for a morphologist or, more widely, for the public in general. Then we review the different tools and resources which are available for morphological studies and we examine the kinds of skills morphologists need to use them. In the third part of this article, we give examples of morphological research that use the Internet, and discuss the epistemological changes induced into the morphological field by such a medium.

2. “I found it on the Internet”

Before determining what “I found it on the Internet” means for a morphologist, we will specify what exactly is accessible on the Internet from a technical point of view.

2.1. Internet versus Web

The Internet is a global non-centralized system of interconnected computer networks. This worldwide interconnection of computers is designed to facilitate the sharing of information among users. The evolution of the Internet follows that of the computer sciences and telecommunications. By the end of the eighties, 100,000 computers were connected whereas nowadays the Internet is a system connecting millions of public, private, academic, business, and government networks. Through this system a large spectrum of information can be exchanged, and various devices have been developed, the most famous of which being electronic mail, instant messaging and the World Wide Web (WWW or Web).

The World Wide Web is a public hypertext system that allows users to view pages from a site (or URL). These pages, which may contain text, images, videos, music, etc., are accessed by following a hyperlink, i.e. a link interconnecting pages, or with a browser, thanks to a search engine. Search engines retrieve information from URLs that they have previously accessed. It was the emergence of the Web at the beginning of the nineties that made the Internet popular. Since then, the two terms are wrongly confused. Actually, “to look for something on the Internet” has come to mean carrying out a task on the Web, and, more precisely, on the public
or visible Web. There is, in fact, a further distinction to be made, in order to delineate the area of interest for our purpose: the visible Web and the invisible (or deep, or hidden) Web, the latter being twenty times larger than the former. The invisible Web consists of reserved access sites (discussion groups, Intranets, social networks) and dynamic pages, which are the result of database queries. The visible or surface Web, on the other hand, contains all the pages a search engine is capable of indexing, i.e. storing in its database. The public access to the Internet, that is the access to the public Web, requires the use of a commercial search engine, the most popular of which are nowadays Google, Bing and Yahoo. The estimated size of the visible Web in 2011 is approximately 50 billion indexed pages, and half of them are accessible to Google (http://www.worldwideWebsize.com/). This part of the Web is where the Internet user, and, in particular, the morphologist, can perform his/her searches.

2.2. What can be found on the Web?

On the visible Web, two types of useful resources for morphological research can be distinguished: resources which have been conceived primarily for the Internet and resources which exist in other media.

The former comprises resources such as forums or blogs. The latter concerns dictionaries, scientific or literary publications, newspaper archives, and more generally resources which are primary print resources; the Web is, then, a huge library. But it also contains resources such as slideshows and other resources conceived primarily for computer use but not for the Internet. In this case, the Web is designed as a universal repository where diverse types of resources are made available and regularly updated: e.g. lexical and syntactic databases, such as WordNet, Framenet and the French Treebank.

When a morphologist says “I found it on the Internet”, ideally, (s)he should add “… but I could find it in print (dictionary, novel, newspaper, thesis…) if I had access to it” or “… and it is an Internet production”.

In the following, we want to focus only on specific Web resources that are textual resources primarily designed on the Web for Web users, with specific tools designed to retrieve them.

3. Tools and resources

For many morphologists, searching for words on the Web comes down to performing manual queries with a commercial search engine: each word is a new query. This trivial use of the Web requires no skills in programming. Results returned by the engine (i.e. most often, the displayed sequences containing the word searched for) are stored and sorted.

In this section, we are not concerned with manual queries, but we describe several Web-related tools and resources. Web exploring tools (section 3.1.) allow us either to automatically search the Web, or to construct homemade corpora from Web data. Web-based resources (section 3.2.) are very large datasets and (pre- and/or post-processed) text corpora which are either downloadable or can be searched online.

3.1. Tools

Web searching tools are language-independent applications developed by language engineering specialists, and can be used by morphologists with no special skills in natural language processing. They include and sometimes combine at least two functionalities: the first one consists in automatically submitting queries to a (commercial) search engine, and
displaying returned results; the second one, in crawling the Web, i.e. methodically exploring Web pages and storing their content. Two kinds of basic applications are generally used to perform these tasks: Web search engine Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) and crawlers.

3.1.1. Tools for automatically searching the Web

Web Search Engine API-based tools
These applications replace human users in performing Web searches. At least two programs using such APIs have been specifically developed to make Web search for word-formation automatic: Webaffix (Hathout and Tanguy 2002) was designed to query the Altavista engine, and WaliM (Namer 2003) was initially used to work with Yahoo (and now Bing). The user provides both systems with a list of words which have to be checked online, in order to assess his/her underlying intuitions and theoretical hypotheses. For each successful query, the program displays the global word count, and, for each indexed URL, a text sequence containing the searched word. Webaffix also makes use of regular expressions (i.e. sets of symbols used to search for occurrences of text), so that any possible word that includes a given sequence is retrieved. From the returned results, the morphologist could then construct new word-formation hypotheses and assertions. Section 4 gives some examples of word-formation research making use of these two applications.

More sophisticated Linguistic Search Engines: WebCorpLive
WebCorpLive (Renouf, Kehoe and Banergee 2007) is a new version of WebCorp, still in progress. It is a Web interface containing a suite of Web search API-based tools. Its input is a user-provided sequence (word, pattern, or phrase), and this input serves as a query to a commercial engine, selected among a list of several ones: Google, Yahoo and Bing. The output format is in Key Word in Context (KWIC) style, with the search terms centered. Like Webaffix, WebCorpLive allows full pattern matching and wildcard searches; moreover, results can be displayed by date. However, as far as morphology is concerned, this application also has several limitations and drawbacks. First, it is impossible to retrieve all the results of a query since both WebCorpLive and the searched commercial engine arbitrarily impose a maximum number of output pages (for instance, Google’s new policy allows 100 free queries per day only). Second, word query lists (as used with WaliM) cannot be directly used. Advantages and drawback of (an earlier version of) WebCorp to linguistic research are discussed in Lüdeling, Evert and Baroni (2007).

The use of WebCorpLive is illustrated here by the search of Italian compounds ending with <opoli>. The <*opoli> input query is submitted to Google by the interface, and returns 34 pages. For each page, all the different word forms matching the <*opoli> pattern are displayed. This is particularly interesting when a single sentence contains several matching forms, such as in Fig.131.1, lines 151–154: the collected contexts can be used to study serial effects induced in the production of complex words.

Text, Wordlist, text/html, UTF8 (Content-type), 2011-08-09 (Server header)

150: E lo hanno intitolato, non a caso, “Sprecopoli”. Un titolo che richiama alla mente altri
151: la storia con lo stesso suffisso: tangentopoli, sanitopoli, vallettropoli, bancopoli e altre ‘opoli’.
152: lo stesso suffisso: tangentopoli, sanitopoli, vallettropoli, bancopoli e altre ‘opoli’. Anche in

Fig 131.1: Sample of output to the WebCorpLive query: <*opoli>
3.1.2. Using crawlers to construct corpora from the Web

Whereas the applications above automatically send queries to search engines and display the obtained results, other Web tools, called “crawlers”, are designed to construct text corpora by exploring the Web content. Crawlers are tools used to explore Websites; they start from a given root page and systematically collect each page’s content. For a morphologist, these tools mean that the Web can be used as a source of texts and, thus, can be used to construct homemade corpora. Instead of accessing the Web to answer his/her query, the linguist has with this solution a stable, tailored corpus at his/her disposal to work with.

A first, freely available service is *GlossaNet* (Fairon, Macé and Naets 2008) a linguistic Web crawler based on the *Unitex* linguistic development toolbox (Paumier, Nakamura and Voyatzi 2009): morphologists looking for the emergence of linguistic changes can use this tool to search in online published data in the form of RSS feeds, i.e. Web contents automatically delivered at each update.

Another ongoing experiment is being carried out by the WebCorpLive authors, who wish to bypass commercial engines and their numerous drawbacks (restrictions in the number of automated searches and in the search pattern format allowed, access policy, etc.). They are developing the *WebCorp Linguist’s Search Engine or LSE* (Kehoe and Gee 2007), a “fully tailored linguistic search engine”. Eventually, this non-commercial search engine, enriched with linguistic tools, will supersede the currently used search engines to meet the needs in morphology (as well as in other linguistic fields). The URL collection for the WebCorp LSE’s future Web is carried out with a Web crawler. The final Web sample size will be approximately 10 billion words.

Other tools, such as Heritrix and BootCat, were designed to construct corpora from the Web. Both are by now freely available, each of them involved in a major Web-based corpus development project. *Heritrix* (Sigurdsson 2005) is a Web crawler and a Website archiver originally designed to realize the Internet Archive project. The *BootCat toolkit* (Baroni and Bernardini 2004), following considerations conducted in Cavaglia and Kilgarriff (2001), is a Web crawler using, as input, a user-defined set of “seed words” (that is, terms that are expected to be typical of the user’s domain of interest) to obtain thematically consistent pages from the Web and thus construct a specialized corpus. This tool is particularly interesting for the study of diastatic and diatopic variations in morphology. For instance, a lexicon in a given dialect can be used as initial seed words list in order to gather a quantitatively important corpus of texts belonging to the same diatopic variety.

It is worth noting that, unlike Web Search Engine API-based tools where no special ability in computer science is needed to use the results returned from the queries, corpora constructed with a crawler-based tool require natural language processing skills for their content to be efficiently processed. In the same way, there are two kinds of available Web-based corpora presented in section 3.2.: some are stored in online databases, and searches are made easy through user-friendly interfaces; others are downloadable, and require natural language processing skills for post-processing and exploration tasks.

3.2. Web-based corpora

Besides homemade corpora, the morphologist has at his/her disposal Web-based, ready-made, sometimes linguistically annotated, corpora. There are two kinds of sources and formats: formatted word sequences from databases (section 3.2.1.) and text corpora (section 3.2.2.). Both can be downloaded or searched online.
3.2.1. Datasets based on Google index

Two huge datasets are based on the Google search engine index. Both are stored as n-grams, i.e. sequences of ‘n’ consecutive words. The length of the n-grams ranges from one to five words. Single words are kept only when their Google frequency is higher than 40. This limitation is regrettable in word-formation: words attested online with lower frequencies often are the most interesting ones, for instance for those who study neology, availability of word-formation patterns, etc.

*Google Index 1T 5-gram*

Google Web 1T 5-gram corpus is a one-terabyte n-gram data set, often called the "1t corpus" (Brants and Franz 2006). This dataset contains word n-grams and their observed frequency counts for various European languages. Google has gathered it in 2006 for the English subset and 2008 for Czech, Dutch, French, German, Italian, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Spanish and Swedish. For English, the counts have been generated from URL-based texts containing over 1 trillion words. For the other ten languages, the counts have been generated from texts with approximately 100 billion words for each language.

Corpora are distributed by LDC: they can be searched by the freely downloadable software Web1T5-Easy (Evert, 2010). Otherwise, for the English sub-corpus, it is possible for the morphologist to access the index set through an online interface, allowing complex queries. Several search terms enable the user to parameterize queries. For instance, entering ‘%gate scandal’ as the search input provides a list of -gate words in use in 2006 and related to political scandals: e.g. Lewinksygate, Kofigate, nazigate, betsygate, funeraltgate, or fajitagate.

*Google books Ngram Viewer*

In this second initiative based on the Google index (Michel, Shen, Aiden, Veres and Gray 2011), a corpus of digitized texts containing about 4% of all books ever printed between 1800 and 2000 has been constructed. The aim is to provide quantitative measures for the investigation of literature. The corpus is divided into files, according to the source language (at the moment: American and British English, Chinese, French, German, Hebrew, Russian, Spanish) and the n-gram length; file contents all have the same format: each line records, for an n-gram, the year it occurs, its overall occurrence number, the distinct page and book counts. There is no online search interface, so natural language processing abilities are required here to search the database: files have to be downloaded (the French 1-gram dataset alone weights 3,264 Gbytes, comprising a total of 3,271 236 828 words when unzipped) and morphologists are required to develop their own tools to get the information they need from them. Online Google book-based corpora are useful in morphology for productivity counts and diachronic comparisons. But book titles, authors’ names, literary genres, etc., though they are very important features for book databases, are not (yet) available, and this dampens the interest morphology may have for this data.

3.2.2. Text corpora

Text corpora are corpora made of sets of text documents, contained in downloaded URLs automatically accessed by a crawler. Once completed, these generally large corpora are post-processed in the same way as corpora usually are, e.g. by means of grammatical or syntactic tagging (for a description of corpus pre- and post-processing, see e.g. Fradin, Dal, Grabar, Lignon, Namer, Tribout and Zweigenbaum 2008). Search patterns and other morphologist-friendly tools are available. On the other hand, query results do not cover the whole indexed Web, but only a sample of it.
We will briefly describe two such projects. Both have been developed in the framework of the WaCky program (Baroni and Bernardini 2006). They aim to provide the linguist user with corpora of a size similar to that of the Web, and of a quality comparable to that of real corpora. Both (will soon) propose a Web interface, in order to replace Google or Yahoo, with nearly comparable non-commercial engines and Web contents.

Leeds collection of Web corpora
This collection of large, representative, ‘British National Corpus-sized’ corpora (around 100 to 200 million tokens each) was compiled by Sharoff (2006). In 2008 it included English, Chinese, Finnish, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Polish, Portuguese, Russian and Spanish, and it can be queried via an online interface. The method used to collect corpora for each language is the following. First, a list of about 500 words is selected from among the most frequent words of the language in question. They are then used to randomly produce a list of 5 to 6000 4-gram queries; this query list is submitted to Google via a Google Search Engine API-based tool (see section 3.1.); the top ten URLs returned for each query are downloaded, and the resulting text goes through several post-processing steps, such as text encoding conversion, headings and other frames removal, part-of-speech tagging and lemmatization.

For instance, the input query <.*opoli> returns 941 results, each of them being a textual context in which the <*>opoli> matching word is aligned by means of a customizable concordance tool. The output consists of a hyperlink to the source URL and the sequence containing the searched word.

WaCky corpora
The WaCky project is an informal consortium of researchers who constructed four very large freely available language specific corpora from the Web for English, German, French and Italian (Baroni, Bernardini, Ferraresi and Zanchetta 2009; Ferraresi, Zanchetta, Baroni and Bernardini 2008; Ferraresi 2007). Each corpus size is approximately 2 billion words. The method used to collect Web documents is similar to that in Sharoff (2006). The main differences are that the WaCky approach consists of a BootCat-style crawl, using seed URLs, and that near-duplicate pages are detected. Each corpus (German: deWaC, Italian: itWaC, French: frWaC, English: ukWaC) has been obtained by limiting crawls to the country domains .de, .it, .fr et .uk. Initial seed words come from two distinct sources, for each language: the language basic vocabulary, and lexical items from well-established large resources, i.e. Süddeutsche Zeitung, Le Monde Diplomatique, la Repubblica newspaper corpora for, resp. deWaC, frWaC and itWaC, and the British National Corpus for ukWaC. Each corpus is tagged with parts-of-speech and lemmatized. For morphology, accessing lemmas and not only word forms is particularly useful. Among the various options, the user can parameterize his/her queries by combining part-of-speech and regular expressions, and perform distinct searches on types (lemmas) and on tokens (forms).

The use in morphology of these WaCky corpora has already been explored for Italian: the itWaC corpus (Baroni and Ueyama 2006) has been used to extract and analyze Italian N+N compounds, in order to assess the hypothesis of the distinction between relational and attributive compounding (Baroni, Guevara and Pirrelli 2007; Baroni, Guevara and Zamparelli 2009).
In sum, there are many initiatives that allow a (almost) free access to the Web as a massive source of data. Data are organized as databases or as text corpora, in a constrained sense of the ‘corpus’ definition:
– some applications include online Web search, with a set of customizable options enabling the morphologist to refine his/her queries,
– others propose tools to build homemade corpora,
– yet others make Web-based corpora available, sometimes tagged with parts-of-speech and lemmatized.
According to his/her goals and skills in natural language processing, the morphologist has by now at his/her disposal several solutions to make use of the Web in his/her research.

4. Why use the Internet for morphological research and what are the theoretical implications?

After having explained how to use the Internet for morphological research and having looked at what tools and resources are available, we will now go on to see why this medium, thanks to the above mentioned tools, is increasingly being used in this area and we will evaluate the theoretical implications of this development.

The first and perhaps main advantage introduced by the use of the Web in morphological studies is the amount of data simultaneously offered and, as a corollary, the main change is the perception of morphology: the massive increase in data can substantially modify the results of prior morphological studies, and can lead to new theoretical conclusions. Put more directly, the use of the Web makes it possible to formulate hypotheses about the actual morphological system.

Lindsay and Aronoff (in press) constitutes a first example. In this study, Lindsay and Aronoff explore the Web to compare the distribution of suffix pairs in English: using basic regular expression(s), they first identified all words ending in either -ic or -ical (or both) in Webster’s 2nd International Dictionary and stripped off these final sequences to produce 11,966 unique stems. Using the Google Search API, they then execute automated queries for each stem and suffix combination (e.g. biolog- + {-ic,-ical}). In order to establish what they call a “productivity measure”, they quantitatively compare the <ic> and <ical> ending forms for each stem pair. This experiment leads to the following conclusions: (i) in general, most stems clearly favor one suffix over the other; (ii) while –ic suffixation is more productive overall, -ical suffixation is far more productive with stems ending in <olog>. They use a similar method to examine the pair of competing suffixes -ize and -ify and conclude that, although the former is preferred in a vast majority of cases, the latter suffix tends to be attached to monosyllabic stems. The study by Lignon (in press), also based on list projection on the Web, leads to similar results for French, looking at the suffixes -iser and –ifier.

Hathout, Montermini and Tanguy (2008) and Hathout, Namer, Plénat and Tanguy (2008) present a number of recent studies in French morphology which make extensive use of data automatically collected mostly from the Web which lead to new insights on morphological phenomena. For example, Hathout, Plénat, and Tanguy (2003) gather a list of 5,000 French adjectives in -able from the Web. The data confirm that most of the -able derivatives have a passive meaning and, thus, that the noun they modify tends to be the patient of the verb-base. However, this noun can also represent a variety of other participants in the process. The authors illustrate the semantic plasticity of -able suffixation with the adjective pêchable ‘fishable’, which appears on the Web but not in French dictionaries. As predicted by traditional descriptions, this adjective can occur with the noun poisson ‘fish’ or one of its (co)hyponyms. But it also occurs with nouns referring to masses of water (e.g. rivière ‘river’) and geographical areas (e.g. secteur ‘area’), temporal nouns such as saison ‘season’, jour
‘day’ or temps ‘weather’ and so on. Without the Web, this semantic plasticity may never have been observed. Extensive data have also proved their usefulness in the field of morphophonology: e.g. see Plénat (2011) and article 54 on dissimilatory phenomena in French.

Dal and Namer (2010a) provide further evidence for the usefulness of the Web to the emergence of new hypotheses. In their study, the exploration of the Web allows the authors to identify a new model of French -ance derivatives referring to properties in which the sequence “ance” is directly concatenated to the base, such as blondance (← blond ‘blond’), saoulance (← saoul ‘drunk’) or sombrance (← sombre ‘dark’). According to their knowledge, this model, which remains to be confirmed, has not been identified in previous studies.

As a final example, let us quote the study by Dal and Namer (2005, 2010b) which deals with French property nouns ending with -ité based on toponyms such as portugalité (‘portu- guesesness’) ← Portugal, and ethnic adjectives such or africanité (‘africanness’) ← africain (‘african’). The aim of theses studies is to explain the category variation of the base, which seems unrelated to meaning. French dictionaries contain very few such derivatives; hence, no conclusion could be drawn from the observation of dictionary lists. Machine-readable newspapers do not provide sufficient word types. So, to answer this question, the authors constituted a Web-based experiment. First a list of 145 toponyms referring to very well-known countries, regions or towns was set up. Then, each member of this list was mapped onto its morphologically and/or, if any, semantically corresponding ethnic adjective(s). For instance, Italie was linked to italien; Hongrie, on the other side, was related to two ethnic adjectives: hongrois (‘Hungarian’) and magyar. With this procedure, a list of 411 candidate bases was compiled and served to automatically generate the 411 ethnic property noun counterparts ending in -ité. 203 of them were present on the Web. The examination of this corpus with respect to the frequency of each derivative gave rise to the following conclusions. The formal competition between toponym and ethnic adjective is correlated to constraints on the output form. The adjective-based derivative is the default case but the toponym can be chosen to avoid final sequences with identical or similar sequences at the base-affix boundary (e.g. yéménité is better than yéménitité) or to avoid -aisité and -oisité final sequences (e.g. portugalité is better than portugaisité). In some cases, the explanation seems to be a preference for well represented final sequences in the attested French lexicon (e.g. magyarité is better than hongrité – which is better than hongroisité), or for quadrisyllabic outputs. The experiment also shows strong avoidance of derivatives ending in <nianité> and <mianité> (e.g. mauritanité is better than mauritanianité). Without the Web, such results would never have been reached.

Another advantage in using the Web for morphological research is the possibility for morphologists to instantly verify certain intuitions or to test theoretical hypotheses. Until recently, in the vein of generative grammar and for pragmatic reasons, morphologists have had the habit of following their own intuition, possibly completed by informant surveys, to decide whether a complex lexeme is acceptable or not. With the Web, it is now possible not only to verify whether a lexeme is used or not, but also to what extent it is used, and this tool becomes an indicator of low or high acceptability.

Rainer (2003) carried out such an experiment and applied it to Italian -issimo suffixation, which he had studied twenty years earlier with traditional methods. This experiment confirms the acceptability contrast he made in 1983 between such formations as contrarissimo or caratteristicissimo on the one hand, and letterarissimo and tragicissimo on the other: the Web provided no occurrence (or very few) of the former and a lot of the latter.
The study by Dal and Namer (2000) constitutes another example of the use of the Web to test theoretical hypotheses. Having observed the lack of verbs with an ending in <abiliser> in dictionaries, the authors tried to explain this fact. Their explanation was that -able adjectives express inherent characteristics of the referents of the nouns which they modify. However, in -iser deadjectival verbs, the base describes the property in which the entity finds itself after the process has taken place. It logically follows that this adjective should tend to express an exogenous property (individual level property in Carlson’s terminology) and not an inherent (stage level) one. Thus, the lack of Xabiliser verbs in dictionaries is due to a semantic incompatibility between the Xable entities and the requirements of -iser suffixation for the adjectives that it selects (stable ‘stable’ in stabiliser ‘to stabilize’ and coupable ‘guilty’ in culpabiliser ‘to feel guilty’) are not –able adjective in modern French). To confirm the validity of this hypothesis, they conducted an automatic Web search using 1287 <abiliser> verbs created especially for the purposes of demonstration. Only 6 of these generated terms (approximately 0.5%) got positive results, and, among them, only 3 (commutabiliser ‘commutabilize’, portabiliser ‘portabilize’, and variabiliser ‘variabilize’) presented the structure that was rejected by the authors.

More radically, the development of the use of the Web in morphological studies confirms the transition to a usage-based morphology, first initiated by the possibility of consulting authentic corpora such as newspaper archives or scientific and literary publications in electronic form (cf. article 130 on corpora). With the Web, morphologists have access to authentic productions in authentic contexts. These ecologic conditions of production and use of lexemes can in turn give rise to new studies as we saw above with -able suffixation.

Another important theoretical result related to the use of the Web is the awareness among morphologists that there is variation also in morphology. An example is the work carried out in the WesConVa project (cf. Dal, Lignon, Namer and Tanguy 2004). The aim of WesConVa, developed between 2004 and 2005, was to study the competition between French deverbal suffixations (mainly -age and -ment suffixations) and to compare lists of such derivatives collected in dictionaries and productions on the Web. For this experiment, the authors automatically constructed 64,000 derivatives. Among them, 9,939 were present both in dictionaries and on the Web (5,023) or only on the Web (4,916). Each derivative was manually encoded with the following information: base-verb, Web frequency, number of analyzed pages, domain of use (if any). The main result of this search was that, in 25% of the cases, no conclusion could be offered to explain the presence on the Web of a competing –age (–ment) neologism besides an already attested –ment (–age) derivative: the contexts showed no semantic difference; the domains of use were the same. The same conclusion is true for neologisms ending in -age and -ment derived from the same verb-base. More generally, the experiment invalidated certain theoretical hypotheses based on dictionaries such as Kelling (2001) which considers the difference between the two suffixations to be a question of proto-roles.

Another example of the possibility offered by the Internet for studying morphological variation can be found in Mühleisen (2010), which uses the Web to study diastratic variations in English -ee nouns.

In our opinion, the full implications of the awareness of the existence of variation in morphology, due to the exploration of the Web, have yet to be measured. As a first approximation, we say here that rules have to be thought as flexible (the all-or-nothing model is obsolete), with overlapping areas (see also article 53 semantic restrictions).
5. Conclusion

Using the Web for morphological research has well-known limits (Lüdeling, Evert and Baroni 2007):
– the Web is not a corpus in the strict sense as, for example, is the British National Corpus;
– the Web is constantly evolving, so most experiments are impossible to reproduce;
– most Web pages provide no information regarding authorship;
– it is necessary to distinguish between productions: some words are coined for stylistic reasons or are fun formations; others are regionalisms or archaic words; and others are direct transfers from other languages;
– the Web is ‘noisy’ and so morphologists and more generally linguists need to be cautious with statistical measures;
– it also contains plainly incomprehensible contexts, either due to low-quality writing or technical jargon.

The Web is not a panacea for all morphological research and does not allow us to simply dispense with the use of more traditional methods such as introspection, dictionaries or corpora in a strict sense. Despite this, we have shown several devices in which the Web content becomes a major asset in morphological analysis despite the eventual limitations: nowadays, even suspicious morphologists can not longer ignore the possibilities offered by this medium, which constitutes a Copernican revolution in the morphological field.
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